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Mechatronics, Design and Modeling of a

Motorcycle Riding Simulator
H. Arioui, L. Nehaoua, S. Hima, N. Séguy, and S. Espié

Abstract—This paper describes a new motorcycle riding sim-
ulator whose purpose is twofold: (1) it can be used as a training
tool for new riders in different scenarios, such as a normal
traffic environments or in dangerous riding situations (avoidance,
emergency braking, nearly failing or slipping situations and bad
weather conditions); and (2) it can be used to study cyclist
behavior in such situations and rider-motorcycle interaction.

Our studies have led to the development of an original five
degrees-of-freedom (DOF) mechanical platform including double
haptic feedback on the handlebar. The remaining components
are the basic movements consisting of pitch, roll, and yaw. These
components are gathered in a parallel kinematics-type platform
to enhance the movement bandwidth of the two-wheeled riding
simulator.

Despite its simplicity, the particular appeal of this simulator
lies in the possibility of reproducing important motorcycle
movements and inertial effects which allow for the perception of
sensations close to reality. The motivation behind the choice of
platform movements and system actuation are described. Also,
theoretical issues (modeling, identification and control aspects)
and performance results are provided.

Index Terms—Motorcycle, driving simulator, platform me-
chanics, modeling, identification.

I. INTRODUCTION

THE increasing use of the motorcycle in recent years is

motivated primarily by the increased number of auto-

mobile users worldwide. The automobiles create congestion

on the roads, increased fuel costs, fewer parking places, and

more accidents. Therefore, motorcycles have become a popular

solution to these problems, in spite of major issues related

mainly to safety.

Undeniably, in the past, the road safety of motorcycles has

been marginalized when compared with that of 4-wheeled

vehicles, such as trucks and cars. For these classic vehi-

cles, progress has affected all vehicle areas, including safety,

comfort, and driving assistance [1], [2]. Safety improvements

for motorcycles have tended to lag behind those for 4-

wheeled vehicles. Motorcycles, however, have not benefited

from this technological progress until recently. The result of

this negligence is a significant number of motorcycle deaths

on the roads [3]. Research institutions have attempted to find

solutions for the failure to effectively improve the safety of

riders, who are considered the most vulnerable circulation
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users because the result of accidents is far worse for cyclists

than for other drivers [4], [5].

Driving on a two-wheeled vehicle is extremely different

than driving a car. The differences result, primarily, from a

motorcycle’s dynamic aspects: equilibrium-stability, control

and command, maneuverability, braking, and reaction time in

the event of emergencies. The problem of visibility is also

particularly critical for cyclists, especially at intersections or

when overtaking. Most riders underestimate motorcycle dy-

namics and often ride at too great a speed, making it practically

impossible to maintain control of the vehicle in dangerous

or unforeseen situations. Motion cueing platforms constitute

an effective simulation tool to perform various studies on a

“vehicle” in a safe environment [6]. The goal of these is to

reproduce driving situations, close to reality, in a restricted

space to adequately excite the perceptual mechanisms of

the human rider. The best known and most frequently used

motion cueing algorithms are the classic, adaptive and optimal

approaches [7], [8], [9].

Previously, few motorcycle riding simulators were built,

since, researchers were more interested in flight and driving

simulators. The first motorcycle simulator was conceived by

Honda in 1988, and directed to the study of the stability and

maneuverability of motorcycles [10]. The architecture was a

serial mechanical-type with the possibility of movement based

on five degrees of freedom (lateral, roll, pitch, yaw, and han-

dlebar steering), movable by seven actuators. The motorcycle

body was assembled on a cradle system in order to feed

back the longitudinal accelerations. To control the simulation

platform, a linear dynamic model of a motorcycle with 4

degrees of freedom (DOF) was used. It was found, however,

that the driver could not control the simulator according to

his intentions because the centrifugal force does not act like,

and the roll acceleration characteristic differs from that of

an actual motorcycle. Therefore, lateral acceleration differs

from, that experienced in real riding. In addition, the concept

of counter-steering experienced in actual riding has not been

implemented, making the simulator uncontrollable.

After 1990, Honda built a second prototype with three

DOF (roll, pitch, and direction) to allow the trainee to ex-

perience, in relative safety, hazardous situations in various

traffic conditions on real city roads. This platform is controlled

by an empirical motorcycle model which was validated by

specialists in real-ride experiences [11]. More recently, Honda

has commercialized a low-cost simulator with a six DOF

parallel manipulator to plan the motion of the platform and

a head-mounted display (HMD) for visual projection [12].

This prototype is intended to be used to train new motorcycle
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drivers.

In 1995, the PERCRO laboratory began a project, entitled

the “MORIS Simulator”. The goal of this project is to develop

a tool for designers to learn about motorcycle handling and

stability, as well as the rider’s control behavior implications

for motorcycle performances [13]. It consists of a real scooter

mock-up mounted on a Stewart parallel platform with seven

DOF (include a steering axis). The virtual motorcycle dynamic

model has a one-DOF longitudinal motion for the speed

calculation, which is used to solve the four DOF lateral

dynamic models.

Finally, a motorcycle simulator prototype has been designed

by the Mechanical Engineering Department at the University

of Padua in order to study rider-vehicle interaction in safe

conditions [14]. This interaction facilitated the development of

a cyclist control model. The mechanical platform is a simple

structure with five DOF (lateral, roll, pitch, yaw, and steering)

and is actuated by five electric servomotors. All the driver

commands are instrumented to be sent to the inputs of an

eleven DOF, multi-body motorcycle model.

This paper is organized as follows. The next two sections

discuss and deal with the movement choices and mechanical

architecture of a new motorcycle riding simulation platform.

These sections IV, V and VI provide theoretical studies

on kinematics and dynamics modeling, and also address the

identification process used here. Next, we present a description

of the entire simulation loop and its various components.

We end this paper with experimental results, preliminary

conclusions, and suggestions for future works.

II. MOTIVATION BEHIND THE MOVEMENT CHOICES

The choices for the simulator architecture and movements

are guided by the need to maintain sufficient perception while

riding. In this sense, the objective of the simulator project

is not to reproduce the motorcycle’s every movement, but to

reproduce the most significant inertial effects perceived by the

human user for the expected applications.

After several investigations, it seems that, for the training

and for the behavioral study of motorcycle-rider interaction,

an adapted attitude, motion-generation mechanical platform is

sufficient. The attitudes are selected as follows:

∙ Roll: for the reproduction of short cornering (slalom and

directional change). In fact, the drive-in-curve (corner)

crashes are one of the biggest causes of single-vehicle

motorcycle accidents for new riders.

∙ Pitch: to create acceleration and braking illusion, as well

as to reproduce fork1 movements.

∙ Yaw: to reproduce a close accident situation induced

by the motorcycle’s rear wheel skidding. A front wheel

skid is purposely ignored as it is immediately fatal. In

fact, the time between the stable and unstable states

is extremely short in this case, when compared with

a cyclist’s response time. Therefore, to reproduce this

1On the motorcycle, the fork is the metal tubes that connect the front wheel
to the motorcycle frame via the triple tree (the two-piece motorcycle part that
attaches the fork tubes to the frame and makes steering possible). For handling,
the front fork is a critical motorcycle component as it allows the rider to steer.

situation in order to learn any technique for control of the

motorcycle by the rider is unnecessary, as it is impossible

in the real situation.

The longitudinal and lateral displacements are also not

retained, due to their expense, in this first prototype design.

In addition, we know that the multiplication of perceptual

stimuli can strongly increase riding simulation sensations [15].

Based on this idea, an original double haptic feedback system

is implemented on the handlebar (described below). The first

haptic system enables the simulation of the inertial delay on

the rider’s chest during the acceleration and braking phases,

as well as exerting effort on the cyclist’s arms by varying the

distance between the saddle and the handlebar. The second

feedback system attempts to reproduce, on the handlebar,

the torque resulting from the tire-road interaction, as well as

gyroscopic effects [16]. Additional details regarding the haptic

feedback systems are provided in the next section.

Roll 
axis

Pitch 
axis

Yaw
axis

θ

ψ

ϕ�✁✂ρ

✄ρ

Fig. 1. CAD model of the simulator platform

The positioning of the rotation axes of the different move-

ments is fundamental and directly affects the quality of per-

ception. Unfortunately, there is no psychophysical assessment

work in the literature to establish the influence of these choices

(axes of rotation), except for simplistic cases [17]. Therefore,

these axes are derived from real motorcycle kinematics [18].

In order to produce the necessary yaw and to feel the rear

wheel skidding, a slide system is placed on the back of the

motorcycle frame. The roll axis is placed in the motorcycle

symmetry plane with an adjustable height in order to test

various configurations and to achieve the best perception

results. Lastly, for the pitch axis, it is the displacement of

the front fork in the acceleration and braking phases which

were privileged, therefore these axis passes by the back of

the motorcycle frame. Figure 1 shows the CAD model of the

platform simulator, which is described in the next section.

The present simulator has multiple advantages that dif-

ferentiate it from existing simulators (in the literature few

prototypes exist) :

∙ Type of movements to feed back, with a parallel struc-

ture which will increase the bandwidth mechanism. The

present platform reproduces three important movements
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of motorcycle motions.

∙ A unique system for driver assistance, with double force

feedback, used for the reproduction of the tire-road con-

tact and to reproduce the longitudinal acceleration phases.

This force feedback system is appreciated by all platform

users.

∙ Low duplication cost for the prototype.

∙ The reproduction of the skidding of the rear wheel with an

original structure. In the literature, this aspect has never

been addressed.

III. MECHANICAL DESIGN

The motion cueing platform is composed of two metallic

parts (upper and lower). The upper part is composed of the

motorcycle chassis frame. The lower part consists of two metal

structures. On the first one, all the platform components are

assembled. The second structure is vertically mounted at the

back of the horizontal structure with the slide drive system of

the yaw motion affixed to it (Figure 2).

Ver t i cal

Hori zontal

structure

structure

Slide
Brushless
actuator

Spherical
joint

Belt

Fig. 2. The lower part, its two metallic frames and the yaw rear slide

To control the rolling and pitching motions of the motorcy-

cle, two legs have been mounted in parallel between the lower

metallic part and the motorcycle chassis frame (see Figure 3).

The legs consist of two Electro-Thrusts incorporating a high-

quality ball screw drive. Each leg is connected, on one side,

to the lower frame of the simulator by a cylindrical joint, and

on the other side, to the motorcycle chassis by a spherical

joint. The two Electro-Thrusts are driven by a brushless type

servomotor.

Electro thrust 
drive

Spherical
Joints

Cylindrical
joints

Brushless 
actuators

Support for 
chassis

Fig. 3. The two front legs for pitch and roll motion

For the yaw motion, the machine is directly controlled by a

slide system placed on the vertical structure. It is driven by a

belt-actuated system, operated by a brushless servomotor, and

reduction. The transmission of movement to the bike chassis

is created by a steel bar rigidly attached to the rear of the

motorcycle chassis frame from one side, and to the rear slide

spherical joint from the other (see Figures 2 and 4).

Fixed
chassis part

Fixed
joint

Movable
steering

axis

Brushless
actuator

Footrest

Metallic
bar

Fig. 4. The modified motorcycle chassis frame

Figure 5 illustrates the mechanism which maintains the

distance unchanged between the two upper leg fixations when

the platform performs a roll or yaw motion. This is realized by

imposing a symmetric displacement of the two legs by means

of a symmetrical double slider-crank system.

The mechanical portion of the upper platform is comprised

of the motorcycle chassis (Figure 4). This last section consists

of an adapted version of a real Yamaha YBR 125cm3 mock-

up. As discussed previously, three supports are used to attach

this mock-up to the front legs and rear slide bar. The original

wheels and suspensions were removed to reduce the mass and

inertia of the mock-up, and also because they have no use.

Moreover, the main motorcycle commands (throttle, brake,

clutch levers, and the gearbox selector) have been instrumented

by adequate sensors to allow for the acquisition of rider’s

actions. The original mock-up dashboard is retained to provide

visual feedback of motorcycle speed, engine mode, and all

additional indicators.

Electro thrust
drives

Cylindrical
joint

Slide

Groove 

Rail  

Symmetric
constraint joint 

Fig. 5. The symmetrical double slider-crank system
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The steering axis of the motorcycle handlebar was disas-

sembled from the original motorcycle chassis frame. The two

forces applied through this system, to the rider, are connected

by an Electro-Thrust leg, and driven by a brushless servomotor

to control small displacements of the handlebar with respect

to the motorcycle saddle; and consequently, exert a force on

the rider’s arms. Hence, this system can provide the rider an

illusion during acceleration and braking phases.

Chassis
fixation

Pulley/belt 
system

handlebar

Repositionning 
bar

DC motor

Steering axis

Steering angle

Direction of the displacement
of the movable handlebar

Fig. 6. The double haptic feedback system of the handlebar

When driving a real motorcycle, the rider is subjected to

torque at the handlebar generated from the tire-road interaction

which is transmitted through the steering column to the

handlebar. This torque, known as self-aligning torque, is an

important perception cue that significantly affects motorcycle

riding behavior. Therefore, in order to reproduce the self-

aligning torque on the simulator handlebar, a second haptic

feedback system is integrated into the system to drive the

steering rotation axis by way of a DC motor and pulley-belt

assembly (see Figure 6).

IV. PLATFORM KINEMATICS

A. Inverse kinematics formulation

Inverse kinematics consists of defining the actuation joint

coordinates, which are the leg elongations and the linear

displacement of the rear slide, with respect to the Cartesian

coordinates and orientation of the mobile platform. This sec-

tion is of crucial importance in developing the dynamics model

described in section V.
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Fig. 7. Kinematics scheme of the simulator’s platform

Let ℜ(O, i, j,k) and ℜm(Om, im, jm,km) be respectively

the fixed, and the platform’s mobile, references. B1, B2 and

B3 are, respectively, the attachment points of the two legs

and the rear slide on the simulator’s base. P1, P2 and P3

are, respectively, the attachment points of the two legs and

the rear slide on the upper mobile platform. The configuration

of the reference frame ℜm is characterized by the position

(xm, ym, zm) of its origin and three Euler orientation angles

( , �, '), corresponding respectively to yaw, pitch, and roll.

Taking the Z-Y-X convention, the rotation matrix is com-

puted as follows:

ℛ = ℛ ℛ�ℛ' =

⎛
⎝

r11 r12 r13
r21 r22 r23
r31 r32 r33

⎞
⎠ (1)

or in a detailed form, where c ≡ cos and s ≡ sin :

ℛ =

⎛
⎝

c�c s's�c − c's c's�c + s's 
c�s s's�s + c'c c's�s − s'c 
−s� s'c� c'c�

⎞
⎠ (2)

Vector OP3 is given in the fixed base reference by

OP3

O
= (−L, �3, ℎ)

T . Using the rotation matrix ℛ the same

vector can be written as:

OP3

O
= OOm

O
+ℛOmP3

m
(3)

where OOm

O
= (xm, ym, zm)T and OmP3

m
=

(−lm, 0, 0)
T . By replacing the different vector components

in equation (3) we can deduce the coordinates of the mobile

reference origin, Om, and the rear slide displacement, �3, as

follows: ⎧
⎨
⎩

xm = −L+ lmr11
ym = 0
zm = ℎ+ lmr31
�3 = −lmr21

(4)

where L, ℎ and lm are geometric constants (Figure 7).

Next, the leg vector equation for i = 1, 2 is given by:

BiPi

O
= BiO

O
+OOm

O
+ℛOmPi

m
(5)
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where OmPi

m
= l(0, (−1)i+1, 0)T , BiO

O
= (−1)idj and

d is the coordinate of the two cylindrical joints B1 and B2.

l is the distance between Om and Pi. Substituting this into

equation (5), the components of vectors, BiPi

O
= �iui, can

be deduced as follows:

�iui =

⎛
⎝
−L+ lmr11 + (−1)i+1lr12

0
ℎ+ lmr31 + (−1)i+1lr32

⎞
⎠ (6)

and

d = lr22 (7)

where ui is the unit vector along the leg axis, and j =

(0, 1, 0)T and �2i = BiPi

T
BiPi are the leg lengths.

To determine the inverse Jacobian matrix, we denote the

Euler angle rates vector by q̇r = ( ̇, �̇, '̇)T . The velocity of

the leg elongation is given by:

�̇i =
˙BiP

T

i ui (8)

Differentiating equation (5) and replacing it in (8) we find

that:

�̇i = (−1)iui
T ḋj+ ui

T .ȮOm + (Ω×OmPi)
Tui (9)

where Ω = ℰq̇r is the mobile platform angular velocity

expressed in the fixed reference frame, and ℰ is the matrix

transformation between the angular velocity and Euler angle

rates. Equation (9) can be written by using the mixed vector

product property, (u× v).w = (w × u).v, as follows:

�̇i = (−1)iui
T ḋj+ ui

T .ȮOm + (ui ×PiOm)TΩ (10)

For the rear slide velocity, we have �3 = j
T
OP3. By

differentiating and rearranging, we get:

�̇3 = j
T ˙OOm + (j× ˙P3Om)TΩ (11)

From equations (10) and (11) and knowing that ui
T j = 0,

we can deduce that:

V� = J−1W (12)

where, V� = (�̇1, �̇2, �̇3)
T , W = ( ˙OOm

T

,ΩT ) is the

platform twist, and the inverse Jacobian matrix is:

J−1 =

⎡
⎣

u1
T (u1 ×P1Om)T

u2
T (u2 ×P2Om)T

j
T

(j×P3Om)T

⎤
⎦ (13)

It is clear that this Jacobian matrix is a rectangular (3× 6)
matrix. The current mechanical platform has 3 DOF and the

six elements of the twist vector, W, are not independent. In

fact, the elements of the vector, OOm, are directly related to

the elements of the rotational vector, qr = [', �,  ]. We can

express that ȮOm = Aq̇r, where A is easily obtained by

differentiating equation (4). By replacing ȮOm and Ω with

their expression in (12), we can deduce a more convenient

(3× 3) Jacobian matrix, J(m,−1), as follow:

J(m,−1) = J−1

[
A

ℰ

]
(14)

Which is always invertible within the platform workspace

(Table I), so there is no singularity.

DOF Roll Pitch Yaw

Max rotation angle ±72∘ ±10∘ ±10∘

Max angular velocity ±360∘/s ±30∘/s ±90∘/s
Motion axis �1 �2 �3

Max linear displacement ±0.20m ±0.20m ±0.18m
Max velocity displacement ±0.55m/s ±0.55m/s ±0.76m/s

TABLE I
MAXIMUM WORKSPACE AND VELOCITIES OF THE SIMULATOR’S

PLATFORM

B. Forward kinematics formulation

Forward kinematics consists of defining the Cartesian co-

ordinates and orientation of the mobile platform with respect

to the actuation joint coordinates. In our case, there are no

angular sensors, so the forward kinematics is needed for

control and identification tasks presented later.

Using J(m,−1) expression (14), equation (12) can be rewrit-

ten as:

V� = J(m,−1)q̇r (15)

For a small variation, equation (15) becomes:

ΔR� = J(m,−1)Δqr (16)

where:

ΔR� = (Δ�1,Δ�2,Δ�3)
T and Δqr = (Δ ,Δ�,Δ')T .

Equation (16) is the base of forward kinematics computation

which is achieved by the following algorithm:

Algorithm 1 Forward kinematics

Require: R�, R�,0, qr,0

ΔR� ← R�,0

qr ← qr,0

while ΔR� > � do

Δqr ← J
−1
(m,−1)ΔR�

qr ← qr +Δqr

reconstruct R�,r from the new qr using IK

ΔR� ← R� −R�,r

end while

qr,0 ← qr

Here, R�,r means the reconstructed joint coordinates and �
is the error between the input vector R� and the reconstructed

one. Table I shows the platform workspace limits calculated

from the exposed forward kinematics algorithm.
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V. DYNAMICS OF THE PLATFORM

In this section, a simple dynamics formulation of the simu-

lator’s platform will be demonstrated. The primary objective is

to propose a control scheme adapted for our riding application

and to characterize the platform’s capabilities. For this, we

neglect in the first instance the contribution of the leg dynamics

and focus on the upper platform’s motion. Application of

Newton-Euler equations [19] on the mobile platform gives:

mpg + F1 + F2 + F3 = mp
¨OGp

mpOmGp × g +OmP1 × F1 +OmP2 × F2+

OmP3 × F3 = mpOmGp ×
¨OGp + ℑpΩ̇ + Ω×ℑpΩ

(17)

where Fi, i = 1..3 are the actuation and friction forces

of the front two legs and rear slide. mp, ℑp platform mass

and inertia matrix. OmGp is the position of the mobile

platform center of gravity Gp with respect to point Om. All

vectors and matrices are expressed in the global reference

frame (O, i, j,k). Ω is the rotational velocity, expressed in

the inverse kinematics section. Combining the two equations

into one differential formulation yields:

J T
−1F = mp

[
ℐ3
˜OmGp

]
( ¨OGp−g)+

[
03×1

ℑpΩ̇ + Ω×ℑpΩ

]

(18)

where ℐ3 is (3× 3) is the identity matrix, 03×1 is (3× 1)

is the vector of zeros, and F =
[
F1 F2 F3

]T
. ¨OGp is

the acceleration of the platform center of gravity with respect

to the global frame, given by:

¨OGp = ¨OOm + Ω̇×OmGp +Ω× (Ω×OmGp) (19)

Equation (19) can be written in a more convenient expres-

sion as:

¨OGp =
[
ℐ3 − ˜OmGp

]
Ẇ + Ω̃2OmGp (20)

where the following notation x̃ designates the skew-

symmetric matrix of the vector x, that is x ∈ ℜ3 while

x̃ ∈ ℜ3×3, given by:

x̃ =

⎛
⎝

0 −x3 x2
x3 0 −x1
−x2 x1 0

⎞
⎠ (21)

Replacing equation (20) into (18) and with various algebraic

manipulations, we deduce the simplified dynamic model of the

simulator’s platform as:

ℳẆ +C+G = J T
−1F (22)

where ℳ is the mass matrix, C is a nonlinear vector

function of the angular velocity, and G is the gravity term

given as follows:

ℳ =

[
mpℐ3 −mp

˜OmGp

mp
˜OmGp ℑp −mp

˜OmGp

2

]
(23)

C =

[
mpΩ̃

2OmGp

Ω̃ℑpΩ+mp
˜OmGpΩ̃

2OmGp

]
(24)

G = −mp

[
ℐ3
˜OmGp

]
g (25)

At this point, this model is capable of describing the

dynamics of a fully actuated 6 DOF platform. Our architecture,

however, is a 3 DOF model where the three rotations and

three translations are dependent. Therefore, we must include

three algebraic constraint equations. A simple formulation of

Lagrange multipliers is added to the above model equation as:

ℳẆ +C+G+ΦTq Λ = J T
−1F (26)

where Λ is the vector of Lagrange multipliers, Φq is the

Jacobian of the constraint matrix Φ(q, t) = 0 such that

Φ̇(q, t) = ΦqW. Owing to the symmetrical representation

of the mechanical platform, the algebraic constraints can

be deduced from the coordinates expression of the vector

OOm = (xm, ym, zm)T , so:

Φ(q, t) =

⎧
⎨
⎩

xm + L− l3c�c − ℎ3(c's�c + s's ) = 0
ym = 0
zm − ℎ+ l3s� − ℎ3c'c� = 0

(27)

Differentiation of V� = J−1W yields:

Ẇ = −J−1
−1 J̇−1J

−1
−1 V� + J

−1
−1 V̇� (28)

Replacing equation (28) into (26), we can deduce another

representation, expressed in the actuation joint space, of the

dynamics model such that:

ℳ′V̇� +C
′

+G
′

= J T
−1F− ΦTq Λ (29)

VI. IDENTIFICATION PROCESS

The platform’s parameter identification is of crucial impor-

tance in the control implementation and for the simulator’s

frequency characterization [20], [21]. Herein, we expose an

identification procedure used to estimate the mass, inertia, and

friction parameters. Generally, the dynamics model should be

expressed in the local frame ℜm, where the inertia matrix is

constant. In the present work, however, we will continue with

our previous formulation in the global frame, ℜ, as we intend

in future works to extend this identification procedure to a

more complex model that will include the leg dynamics.

First, equation (26) must be written in a linear form with

respect to the parameters being estimated. We should begin,

however, by eliminating the vector of Lagrangian multipliers

which represents the unknown, non-measurable, constraint

forces. Thus, the twist vector W is partitioned into two vectors

of the independent velocities, q̇i and the dependent velocities,

q̇d. In the same way, the constraint Jacobian matrix is split

accordingly to the partitioned vector W as follows:

W =

[
q̇d

q̇i

]
and Φq =

[
Ad Ai

]
(30)
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In addition to the above, by twice differentiating the con-

straint matrix Φ(q, t) = 0, we obtain that Φ̈(q, t) = ΦqẆ+Φt,
where Φt = Φ̇qW. Replacing W and Φq by their expressions

in the equation of Φ̈(q, t), we deduce the dependent accelera-

tion vector from the independent vector as:

q̈d = −A−1
d (Aiq̈i − Φt) (31)

Next, placing back this equation in the expression of the

dynamics model in equation (26) allows us to eliminate the

Lagrange multipliers vector. Therefore, by introducing the

friction forces, the dynamics model equation becomes:

ℬTmℳℬmq̈i+ℬ
T
m(ℳℬc+C+G) = ℬTmJ

T
−1(F−Ff ) (32)

where ℬm is called the projection matrix given by ℬm =
[−(A−1

d Ai)
T ℐ3]

T and ℬc = [(A−1
d Φt)

T 01×3]
T . Finally, the

dynamics model can be written in a linear formulation with

respect to the vector, p, of the different parameters as follows:

Φpp = J T
−1(F− Ff ) (33)

Several methods were developed in the literature for the

parametric identification. We chose the adaptive gradient

method owing to its simplicity in off-line or on-line implemen-

tations. So, if � = J T
−1F, this method consists of optimizing

a quadratic cost function Cf = 1/2(�ref − �)
2, where �ref

relates to the measured actuation torques. The adaptation law

is expressed as follows:

ṗ = −K
∂Cf
∂p

(34)

where K is the adaptation matrix coefficient, adjusted to

ensure a rapid convergence, and also tied to the different

excitation trajectories (slow or rapid reference trajectory).

Finally, the different parameters are obtained by integrating

the following equation:

ṗ = KΦTp (�ref − Φpp− J
T
−1Ff ) (35)

The identified parameters are summarized in the following

table:

Mass mp Inertia I1 Inertia I2 Inertia I3
75.98 kg 19.32 kg.m2 4.69 kg.m2 0.956 kg.m2

Xg Yg Zg Gravity center

-34.92 cm -1.07 cm -18.93 cm Coordinates

Legs dry Legs viscous Slide dry Slide viscous
friction friction friction friction

0.1738 N.m 0.1425 N.s/m 0.0564 N.m 0.0487 N.s/m

TABLE II
FRICTION AND INERTIAL ESTIMATED PARAMETERS

VII. MECHATRONICS DESCRIPTION

As depicted in Figure 8, the simulator software architecture

is a revised version of the SIM2 car driving simulator [22]

[23]. This software platform is organized by using two PCs

interfaced by a UDP communication (User Datagram Proto-

col). The first PC, denoted xPC Target, is dedicated to the

motorcycle dynamic calculation, trajectories generation and

the real-time management of the acquired signals. The second

PC is used for traffic determination, and the generation of the

visual environment to be projected.

As depicted in Figure 8, all simulator modules are updated

according to rider actions. These actions are measured and

transmitted via the CAN bus to the virtual motorcycle dynam-

ics. It allows the evaluation of the motorcycle’s configuration

(actual orientation and position) in the virtual world, and also

the platform actuation with respect to the desired motions.

However, due to platform workspace limitations, reference

motions given by the virtual motorcycle dynamics are not

necessarily achieved. Therefore, these trajectories are reshaped

with a motion cueing algorithm [24], [25]. Then, the obtained

quantities are transformed into joint coordinates using inverse

kinematics in order to animate the mechanical structure.

Engine 
Model

Longitudinal
Dynamics

Lateral 
Dynamics

Vertical 
Dynamics

Motion
Cueing 

Algorithm 

Inverse 
Kinematics

Virtual motorcycle dynamics

xPC Target PC

Visual & Traffic 
PC

Rider’s actions 
via CAN BUS

Mechanical platform

Platform actuation

via CAN BUS

Motorcycle 
states via 

UDP

Fig. 8. Simulator software architecture

A. Visual and traffic

Inertial cues are essential to improving the driving sim-

ulation’s quality. Nevertheless, the visual feedback received

remains the most important driving information. For our

simulator, the visual module was developed by INRETS MSIS

is based on the SGI Performer Library.

The traffic model is intended to implement a realistic sim-

ulation of traffic situations which ensures rich interactivity in

the projected visual scene. The traffic model used arises from

results obtained throughout the ARCHISIM project, which

has the primary goal of developing human-centered traffic

simulations based on a real drivers’ behavior with multi-agent

concept implementations [26].
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In [27] the authors have shown that depriving drivers of

acoustic cues leads to a systematic increase in the speed

of the vehicle. To prevent this issue from occurring, a 3D

sound system based on Windows AEX Library is used. The

reproduced sounds are mainly a juxtaposition of multiple

sources with the primary sounds being the engine, tires, and

traffic environment.

B. Motorcycle dynamic model

The motorcycle dynamic model is seen as the central part of

the simulator architecture. Indeed, to animate the mechanical

platform, it is necessary to generate the reference trajectories

by updating the virtual motorcycle states in response to the

rider’s actions (throttle, brake and clutch levers and gearbox

selector).

As shown in Figure 8, the virtual motorcycle model is

decomposed on three decoupled motion modes. First, one

DOF for longitudinal dynamics determines the longitudinal

acceleration and traveling velocity from the driving torque,

computed by the engine model, on the rear wheel as:

−FtfRf − �bf −Mrf = Iwf �̈wf
�d − FtrRr − �br −Mrr = Iwr �̈wr
Ftr + Ftf − Fa − Fg = max

(36)

where: Ftf , Ftr: the tractive force on the front and rear

wheel, Rf , Rr: front and rear wheel radius, Iwf , Iwr: front

and rear wheel inertia, Mrr,Mrf : rolling resistance torques,

�bf , �br: the brake torques, Fa: aerodynamic force, Fg: gravi-

tational force due to the road slope and �d: the driving torque

on the rear wheel as a function of the engine torque, clutch

lever and transmission ratio.

Fig. 9. Longitudinal motorcycle model

A 4 DOF linear-like equation for the lateral motion is also

implemented as follows:

AẊ = BX + CU (37)

where X =
[
� � ' Yr Yf  ̇ �̇ '̇

]T
is the

states vector, �: lateral velocity, �, ': steering and roll angles,

Yr, Yf : rear and front tire sliding force,  ̇, �̇ and '̇: yaw,

steering and roll rates. U : is the input vector which contains

the exerted rider torque on the motorcycle handlebar (in

our application, the human movements are neglected). For

additional details on the equations model, please refer to [28].

C. Acquisition electronics

The simulator’s mock-up is provided by all the riders’

classical commands, which are equipped with adequate sensors

(Table III).

Signal Sensor Type

Throttle and clutch Linear potentiometer Analog

Front and rear brake Pressure Analog

Gearbox Mechanical switch Binary

Steering angle Optical coder Binary

TABLE III
SENSOR LIST INSTALLED ON THE SIMULATOR’S MOCK-UP

The driver’s signal acquisition is ensured by a home-

designed electronic card based on a V853 NEC micro-

controller which disposes of the multiple analogue and digital

inputs/outputs (Figure 10). It has the advantage of possessing

an FPGA with several buffered binary inputs for optical

encoders and signal acquisition. Moreover, the PWM (Power

Wave Modulation) signal generation, intended to actuate the

motorcycle handlebar, is included.

Fig. 10. Electronics acquisition card

D. Platform actuation and control

The 3 DOF of the mechanical platform and the displace-

ment of the handlebar are electrically actuated by brushless

motors (Table IV), each one driven by a servo-controller type

“Lust CDD3000”. The servo-controllers have multiple pre-

configured presets, which define the type of the reference input

signal and the regulation mode such as:

∙ Position, speed and torque control by an analogue ±10V
reference input,

∙ Position and speed control: referenced and measured via

a field bus (CAN BUS, Profibus, ...),

∙ Torque control via CAN BUS is not possible.
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Simulator’s
Mock-up

Handlebar 

NEC card

Power 
converter

xPC Target PC

Rider’s actions

Position

Position, velocity and torques

Actuator’s reference signals

PWM

CAN BUS

C
A
N
 B
U
S

Fig. 11. Data actuation and acquisition scheme of the simulator’s actuators
and mock-up signals

Initially, all servo-controllers were driven in analogue mode,

where the reference and measured signals were managed by

the NEC micro-controller card. This mode, in particular, had

affected the simulator’s performance and had presented noise

and delay problems. For our riding simulator application, such

delays could create a serious problem and contribute to the

generation of rider simulator sickness. To overcome these

limitations, we have adopted a CAN BUS (Controller Area

Network) solution scheme, which seems to be more robust

against noises, reduces electrical cabling and wiring and facil-

itates task management and error diagnosis [29]. To achieve

this, each servo-controller is supplied with a commercial CAN

module type “LUST CM-CAN1” driven by a master CAN

controller installed in the xPC target PC (Figure 11).

Motion axis Motor Type Reductor

front legs SMBA6045 brushless Non

rear slide SMBA82300 brushless MP080 1:10

handlebar displacement SMBA6045 brushless Non

handlebar steering RX320E DC Pully-belt 1:5

TABLE IV
PLATFORM’S ACTUATOR LIST

On the other hand, we know that in a driving simulation,

delay minimization is a more important characteristic than

accurate trajectory tracking. In fact, the driving simulator aims

to create the illusion of motion illusion and not to reproduce

the full-scale motorcycle dynamics. For this, we have opti-

mized the inner servo-controller control scheme without using

an external control loop (Figure 12). Once the reference

trajectories are computed by the xPC Target PC, they are

forwarded via the CAN BUS to the corresponding servo-

controller.

Pre-control

control

Kp PIZ-d

Filter
dry

friction

Inertia

compensation

∑ ∑

Speed

Pre-control

∑

∑

τq

q&

q&&

Fig. 12. Servo-controller inner control loops

Finally, a custom power converter is developed to drive the

DC motor, which is implemented to provide force feedback to

the handlebar.

VIII. EXPERIMENTATION TESTS

A. Identification

Identification of inertial parameters is based on equation

(35). This expression shows that friction terms must be defined

first. Thus, a simple method is used which consists of driving

the simulator’s platform with a step and ramp position profile

(Figure 13). In addition, the dry and viscous friction models

used here are respectively based on the Coulomb and Karnop

formulations:

Ff = Ff ,d + Ff ,v = J−T
−1 �d ⋅ sign(V�) + kvV� (38)

where Ff ,d and Ff ,v are, respectively, the dry and viscous

friction forces in each actuator. �d and kv are the parameters to

be identified. For a step position profile, speed and acceleration

terms are canceled. Consequently, equation (32) becomes:

Ff ,d = J−T
−1 �d ⋅ sign(V�) = F− J−T

−1 G (39)

In the same manner, for a ramp position profile, the accel-

eration terms are canceled. Also, and by assuming that speed

terms are negligible (low speed positioning), then:

Ff ,v = kvV� = F− Ff ,d − J
T
−1G (40)

Once the friction forces are determined, inertial parameters

are identified by activating the simulator’s platform with a

wobble sinus position trajectory (Figure 14). Positions and

torques are acquired by a CAN BUS at 100Hz rate, while

accelerations are obtained by numerical differentiation. Euler

angles, qr = [ , �, ']T , needed for the constraint Jacobian and

the Jacobian matrices, are computed by forward kinematics.
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Fig. 13. Legs position, velocity and the corresponding measured torques
used for friction terms estimation
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Fig. 14. Simulator’s platform position, measured torque, and inertial
parameters

B. Performance validation tests

In order to validate the actuation performances of the

simulator’s platform (Figure 15), several tests, in open-loop

mode (without a cyclist’s actions), were performed.

An example of ±15∘ roll and yaw maneuver is executed on

the simulator platform with a rider of 80kg. Figures (16 and

17) show respectively the measured actuator torque and linear

velocity of one of the two legs and the rear slide. We can see

that the actuation system has the necessary ability to achieve

the desired maneuver in the imposed simulator workspace.
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Indeed, for the roll simulation maneuver, the two front legs

lead to an acceleration/deceleration close to 3m/s2 far from

actuators’ limits of 6m/s2. We can then conclude that the leg’s

actuator performances which need sufficient perception can be

reached.

Fig. 15. Constructed riding motorcycle simulator
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Fig. 16. Measured actuator torque and linear leg velocity for a ±15∘ roll
motion
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Fig. 17. Measured actuator torque and linear velocity of the rear slide for a
±15∘ yaw motion
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(× 1000rpm), 4: Longitudinal speed (m/s), 5: Gearbox report, 6: Pitch angle
(∘)

For the yaw movement simulating a rear wheel skid, the

corresponding actuator has delivered a torque close to 6N.m
leading to a yaw motion estimated to be sufficiently perceived

by the rider. Thus, the rear slide actuator is estimated as over-

dimensioned (35N.m of maximum torque). These remarks

constitute a global evaluation of the whole system and allow

us to conclude that the actuator’s performance is appropriate

its intended application.

C. Open-loop tests

In the following, we present the first open-loop tests. These

experiments involve an evaluation of the response of all the

simulator blocks (Figure 8) for three basic maneuvers, namely

the driving-in-the-straight-line case, lane-changing, and driv-

ing in a curve, without introducing the driver to the simulation

loop.
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Fig. 19. Drive in straight-line: actual motorcycle acceleration and the
experimental acceleration returned via the simulator

1) Drive in straight line case: This case is the basis of

the vehicle platooning drive, implemented mainly in an urban
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traffic environment. This is a major undertaking, even for

linear platforms conducted with a large displacement.

In this experiment, the various actions of the driver are

used to calculate the longitudinal acceleration and speed of

the virtual motorcycle (Figure 18). Figure 19 shows the actual

acceleration as calculated by the virtual model of the motor-

cycle and the one simulated by the platform. Nevertheless,

this graphic depiction provides an indication of the feasibility

of this platform to render a longitudinal acceleration. Only

closed-loop tests, i.e. driver in the simulation loop, are able to

validate the relevance of these results.

2) Lane-changing and driving in curve : These maneuvers

are essential for assessing the ability of the simulator to repro-

duce part of the lateral dynamic that occur during motorcycle

driving. In these tests, a PD controller for driving the virtual

motorcycle model, to determine the driver torque � , is needed.

Indeed, any curvilinear trajectory is characterized by its radius,

from which the roll angle 'd, which is necessary to maintain

the stability of the bike, is determined in constant longitudinal

speed. This formula is provided below as :

� = Kp('d − ') +Kd'̇ (41)
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Fig. 20. Lane-changing: (a) Desired and simulated roll angles given by the
virtual motorcycle model, (b) Front legs elongation Δ�1, Δ�2, Rear slide
position �3 and Simulator roll angle 's
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Fig. 21. Drive in curve: motorcycle acceleration and the experimental
acceleration returned via the simulator
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Fig. 22. Drive in curve : (a) Desired and simulated roll angle, (b) Front legs
elongation Δ�1, Δ�2, Rear slide position �3 and Simulator roll angle 's

Figures 20 and 21 illustrate the different parameters required

in lane-changing maneuvers. The trajectory is approximately

4m in width and 20m in length with a longitudinal speed of

15m/s. In a similar manner, Figures 22 and 23 depict the

same variables for a turn-taking maneuver with a radius of
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50m. This experiment is performed under the same conditions

in term of longitudinal speed.
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Fig. 23. Lanes changing : motorcycle acceleration and the experimental
acceleration returned via the simulator

IX. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORKS

In this paper, we present a low-cost, two-wheeled riding

simulator that provides acceptable motion and realism. The

application to which this simulator is dedicated and the

necessary perceptions have guided us to propose an original

mechanical architecture.

The platform has five DOF. Two of the five DOF are dedi-

cated to the force feedback on the handlebars. The modeling

and control of these DOF have not been addressed in this paper

and will be treated separately. The remaining 3 DOF concern

the rotation motions realized on the platform. Several moti-

vations were implemented in an original mechanical system,

presented in detail.

Kinematics, dynamics and identification studies were car-

ried out, allowing optimal control of the platform. The simu-

lator software architecture part, including traffic and dynamic

model of the motorcycle, are illustrated.

Multiple open-loop tests were performed satisfactorily and

permitted us to meet our objectives for urban situations (pla-

tooning, lane changing and driving in curves). This judgment,

however, is made from a control perspective. For a complete

validation, psychophysical evaluations are necessary in order

to answer the remaining questions on such issues as the

washout location, produced movement fidelity, and realism of

the riding simulation.

Concerning low-cost justification, existing motorcycle driv-

ing simulators, with same (or more) mobility of our struc-

ture, use generally Gough- Stewart parallel platforms which

are excessively expensive. Comparison of perception quality

between these structures is to be studied regarding to psy-

chophysical tests.

Future works are foreseen which will focus on tests utilizing

a closed-loop simulation, including a rider on the simulator.

A more complex motorcycle model will be validated by

collecting real data recorded in real riding situations and

integrated into the simulation loop. The double kinesthetic

feedback on the handlebar is soon to be integrated to the suited

motion restitution algorithms. Moreover, the present simulator

will be placed on the SIM2 driving simulator platform to

explore both longitudinal and lateral DOF affects on linear

acceleration restitution during a riding simulation.

After testing the proposed motorcycle platform simulator,

the necessary improvements will be completed according to

feedback opinions from psychophysics evaluators, users and

professional riders and researchers. Multiple design iterations

may be necessary to realize a final prototype that will reach

its initial goals in terms of perception quality.
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